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Original Abstract as Submitted: Making a digital learning object (DLO) can be daunting. Let us help you make your
own quality DLO that goes beyond the basic screencast. In this workshop, we will walk participants through the
entire lifecycle of the process from creating a lesson plan to assessment and maintenance. Participants should bring
their laptops (make sure you can install some suggested software) and a project they’re excited to start working on.
Starting with the ACRL Framework we will talk about how to define student learning outcomes (SLOs) in line with
the framework and what we want students to accomplish. From their SLOs participants will create a lesson plan that
the DLO will fit into. At this time we will also discuss how a single DLO can fit into a larger instructional program,
including how to scaffold and reuse objects.
Once participants have their lesson plan we will go over different types of software including free and open source
options. We will discuss the uses, pros and cons of different software and how to incorporate technology into
different types of lesson plans and basic principles of accessible design. Creating quality components of DLOs will be
discussed, covering the introduction, content, practice, feedback and student assessment. Guidelines will be
provided for creating media assets such as animation, audio, images, text, and video. After investigating a few
software options, participants will have the opportunity to apply what they learned to creating their own DLO,
projects will be individual or in small groups.
By the end of the workshop all participants should have at least a rough draft of their learning object. After the
objects have been created, we will discuss qualitative or quantitative options for assessment. We will discuss plans
for evaluating use and when to check to update the item. Participants will have a chance to share their objects and
plans with the group and will be invited to share their contact information with other workshop participants for
follow up and networking.
I. ACCOMPLISHMENTS and EVALUATION
The presentation was given as anticipated on March 22, 2017 at the Association of College & Research Libraries (ACRL)
conference in Baltimore, MD (see online program:
http://www.ala.org/acrl/sites/ala.org.acrl/files/content/conferences/confsandpreconfs/2017/ACRL2017_A.pdf
II. IS YOUR PROJECT COMPLETED? Yes_X_ No__
III. FINANCIAL STATEMENT
Funds received were put towards general travel and airfare for this conference. The $410 presentation grant made this
presentation financially manageable since I had recently taken on another role in my library that required more travel.
Without the ACRL scholarship I received and the LAUC presentation grant I would have had to pay for the entire
conference out of pocket.

Original Budget Request:
Hotel ($75 + taxes x 5 nights): $400
Airfare: $500.00
_____________________________
Funding amount requested: $600.00...
Librarian will cover amount over what is awarded
Total requested from LAUC: $600
IV. SHARING YOUR PRODUCT/RESULTS
• Presentation slides are available at:
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1j2pFt2suiA2anDdoaneRCTJ2F5ZyiC-aX2_inmxvrAE/edit?usp=sharing
• http://guides.lib.uci.edu/MiMiTi
V. NOTE
Information included in this report may be reprinted or posted on the web

